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Delivering luxury door hardware for high-end residential, commercial and yacht projects for 30 years, 
Turnstyle Designs was founded by Steve Roberts in 1992. Steve and his wife Christina work collaboratively 
to design some of the worlds most innovative decorative hardware, using a broad palette of materials and 

finishes including, brass, leather and Amalfine™. 

From hand stitched leather to individually hammered door hardware, attention to detail is found in every 
product made. Turnstyle is proudly British made and manufactured in the beautiful Devon countryside.

With multiple product combinations and flexibility to allow customisation, there is something for everyone. 
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T H E  S TO P P L E
With a multitude of mid-century modern objects making a comeback within the

interior market, the Stopple was largely inspired by this trend movement.

A movement that largely came from post war America, moving across into

Europe/Scandinavia, objects such as lamps and vases particularly caught

Christina’s attention for their unusual shape combinations and bright appeal.

The rounded, brass bowl shaped head and slim stemmed body of the Stopple

encapsulated this look well.  In terms of function, with its generous proportions it 

allows for an easy grip whilst staying true to its original concept. 

Made from solid machined brass capping a simple Amalfine™  stem, the Stopple is 

available in over 45 combinations of finishes from a striking combination of Black 

Bronze and Polished Nickel, to more subtle options such as Vintage Patina mixed 

with Silver Bronze.
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Designed by Christina Roberts


